MOTHER DIVINE PUBLIC SCHOOL (NURSERY WING)
F.NO./MDPS/NW/2019-20/01

Circular

Date: 16.04.19

Dear Parent,

Overall growth and holistic development of our students is the prime concern to us and we diligently strive to
achieve the same. Considering the same, the school organizes week celebration every month to create more
spheres of contribution in different activities. These week observations also give platform to showcase the innate
skills of the students and horne them as well. Celebrations give the sense of happiness, togetherness and
enjoyment .It helps the child to re-live his social bonding to acknowledge a specific moment. Bringing the same
spirit alive during the school hours and to give a tribute to the mother Earth, the school has decided to monitor the
forthcoming week as “EARTH WEEK”.
To add more colors and fun to the celebration, a plethora of activities have been planned. You are requested to
contribute whole heartedly to make this event a remarkable and joyful experience so that our kids can inculcate
the habit of being socially responsible human beings. Details for the activities are mentioned below:SR
NO.

DATE & DAY

Tic Tack Tv Show

MATERIAL REQUIRED

1.

22.04.19
(Monday)

2.

23.04.19
(Tuesday)

Nature Walk

3.

24.04.19
(Wednesday)

Draft your Craft
(Craft Activity)

LKG: One yellow straw, One packet of green stones
(bindis) & one A 4 size white thick sheet.
UKG: Two A 4 size colored sheet, two ice cream sticks
& two colourful packets of stones (bindis).

4.

25.04.19
(Thursday)
26.04.19
(Friday)

Adopt a plant & a
sapling
Show & Tell
(Intra Class activity)

Bring One Labeled sapling to nurture in the school
premises.

5.



DETAILS OF THE
ACTIVITIES

---------------- NIL-----------------------.
---------------- NIL-----------------------.

Theme: This Earth Is Not Taken From Our Ancestors; It Has
Been Borrowed From Our Children. So let’s be vocal on
concerned issues...Save the planet –EARTH (anything related
to Earth like water, trees, mountains, etc can be
chosen).Students are required to prepare few lines to speak in
English which can be supported by manageable props.

Certificates will be awarded for best presentations in show & tell which includes props & innovation used.

Sd/
Principal

